It's Possible (Pt. 1)
(JoJo, Cat In the Hat)

Lyrics by Lynn Ahrens
Music by Stephen Flaherty

Moderato, "2" Feel

This might be a pool__ like I've read of in books, con-

nect__ed to one__ of those un-der-ground brooks! An un-der-ground ri-ver that starts here and flows right

un-der the bath-tub! And then__ who knows! It's pos-si-ble!___ An- ny-thing's
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JOJO'S imagination starts to expand.

It might go a-long, down where no one can see, right under State High-way Two-Hundred-and-Three! Right un-der the wa-gons! Right un-der the toes of

Mис-sus Um-bro-so... who's hang-ing out clothes! It's pos-si-ble! An-y-thing's

pos-si-ble. It's pos-si-ble! An-ny-thing's
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JOJO: It's possible. This might be a river, now mightn't it be, considering McEligot's pool with the sea! Then maybe some fish might be swimming... swimming toward me!

(We are suddenly underwater. Strange fish appear, all shapes and sizes, wildly-colored and wildly improbable. The FISH dance and swoop through the water.)
(DANCE: A la the BEACH BOYS)

FALSETTO GROUP:

(sounds 8vo)

WOMEN:

Ah!

It's possible! It's possible...

MEN:

Ah!

It's possible! It's possible...

"Beach Boys" organ

Saxes

61 (sounds 8vo)

Oo wee! Ooh!

div.

Ah!

It's possible! It's possible...

Ah!

It's possible! It's possible...
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sea is so full of a number of fish. If a fellow is patient, he might get his wish! And
that's why I think that I'm not such a fool when I sit here and fish in Mc-El-li-got's Pool! It's

It's possible. Anything's possible. It's possible!

It's possible! possible!
(JOJO:) possible...  anything...  anything...

(echo)

(MR. AND MRS. MAYOR enter)
It's Possible (Pt. 2)

(Mr. and Mrs. Mayor exit)

JJo! The tub's overflowed on the floor!
The water is running right under the door!

Mrs. Mayor:
The ceiling is peeling!
You've flooded the den!
Oh, JJo, I think you've been Thinking again!

Mr. Mayor:
I say this with firmness and terrible sorrow.
Young man, we will deal with you come tomorrow!

Lyrics by Lynn Ahrens
Music by Stephen Flaherty
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SEUSSICAL TYA (Male Cat)

Maestoso

possible!

div.

possible!

div.

possible!

APPLAUSE